
Host John A says:
****Begin Pharaoh Mission******* " Empty Places"

CEO Starks says:
:: Coming out of a Jeffrey’s tube on deck 2 with a pad going over the last of the modifications that the Mr. Stidd asked about ::

CMO T`Ryl says:
::finishes preparing Sick bay:: Self: I hope we will not need it to much ::heads to the Cargo Bay to Check on Ensigns Perry and Vasquez::

FCO Horn says:
::at helm control reviewing information provided by Mr. Stidd::

CTO Riker says:
*TO* when am i going to get  those  reports i asked for 

CSO Ikari says:
::opens up LRS in order to detect the subspace rift::  FCO: Have you set our course yet, Lt?

Host John A says:
ACTION: The Pharaoh cruises smooth and steady as the invisible Rift comes into sensor range

OPS Stidd says:
::Enters Bridge and goes to OPS and relieves the replacement:: Computer: reconfigure OPS to Stidd 1 setup

TO Williams says:
*CTO*: Uploading now... ::sighs... never a thank-you::

CTO Riker says:
*TO* thanks 

FCO Horn says:
CSO: The rift is on our sensors now

CMO T`Ryl says:
::heads to the Cargo Bay sees Ensigns Perry:: Perry: how is it coming?

TO Williams says:
::smirks, and heads for the CMO::

CSO Ikari says:
FCO: Acknowledged.  *CO*: The subspace rift is on sensors ma'am.

FCO Horn says:
ALL: Scanning rift now

CMO T`Ryl says:
<Perry>CMO: all in order ma'am ::continues working::

TO Williams says:
::Follows the CMO around... sighing everyone once in awhile::

Host John A says:
CO Fowler says: CSO: OK Ike, Let me know when we are in position

FCO Horn says:
:: fingers hitting controls to keep ship on course and maintain speed::

CSO Ikari says:
*CO*: Understood.

OPS Stidd says:
::Runs second programs for adjusting the deflector array for easy entry::

CTO Riker says:
:: sits at his  station working  diligently   looking forward to the next leave ::

CSO Ikari says:
FCO: Ease us in, Lt.

CMO T`Ryl says:
::turns to Ryan:: TO: Ryan, I am sure we can find something for you to be instead of a puppy dog

TO Williams says:
::Adjusts his phaser on his belt::

CEO Starks says:
:: enters Bridge and takes ENG Station ::

FCO Horn says:
CSO: Yes sir, reducing speed now

TO Williams says:
::Smirks at the CMO:: CMO: Sure sure sure... ::Tugs down his suit::

Host John A says:
ACTION: The Pharaoh continues until in position to enter the rift

FCO Horn says:
::as ship slows down, plots intercept course::

CMO T`Ryl says:
::raises an eyebrow at Ryan::TO: I know you are not happy about this but remember we both have our orders ::turns back to the Cargo Bay::

TO Williams says:
::Grins at the CMO:: Mumbles CMO: Yes ma`am

CSO Ikari says:
*CO*: We're now ready to enter the rift.

CEO Starks says:
OPS: looks like all the system modifications are functioning within normal parameters

FCO Horn says:
CSO: In position now and ready to enter at your order

CMO T`Ryl says:
::smiles at Ryan:: TO: have you worked on that first aid course that I gave you?

Host John A says:
CO Fowler says: CSO: Take us in Ike, I'll be there in a minute...

CTO Riker says:
::  runs  some  scans ::

TO Williams says:
::Remembers he didn't: CMO: Of course.... ::Smiles innocently::

OPS Stidd says:
::Runs final calculations on new setups:: CEO: Agreed sir.

CTO Riker says:
CSO: A lack of any matter on the other side of the rift is all im  picking up   at the moment 

CSO Ikari says:
FCO: Run the course, Lt.

FCO Horn says:
CSO: yes sir ::Feminine fingers hit buttons and eases the ship in::

CSO Ikari says:
CTO: I'm interested in seeing how a ship can exist in no matter...

CMO T`Ryl says:
::sees in his eyes he did not:: TO: well hopefully we will not have to test it on this mission

CEO Starks says:
Self: .....into the void

CTO Riker says:
CSO:  so am i  sir  

OPS Stidd says:
CSO: Not to mention no time as well.

TO Williams says:
::Taps his head:: Himself: I better get that memorized... ::makes sure he was out of earshot of the CMO::

CSO Ikari says:
ALL: I want you all to report anything out of the ordinary you pick up on your consoles.

CTO Riker says:
CSO:  I guess  it would  be possible  with "outside" help  

Host John A says:
ACTION: as the ship enters the rift, alarms sound, from the OPS console... SIF warnings from the computer as well

OPS Stidd says:
::Checks all the alarms::

CSO Ikari says:
OPS: Report

OPS Stidd says:
CSO: The rift isn’t that stable, I will need aux. power to compensate, sir.

CEO Starks says:
:: confirming status of the structural integrity field ::

CSO Ikari says:
OPS: By all means...

OPS Stidd says:
<edit>CSO:

CSO Ikari says:
CTO: Raise shields, just to be safe.

CTO Riker says:
CSO: aye sir 

FCO Horn says:
::Monitors controls and tries to compensate for "rough ride"::

TO Williams says:
::Wishes he was doing something "fun"... bashing in heads::

CTO Riker says:
CSO: should    we  set yellow alert

CMO T`Ryl says:
::looks around the Cargo Bay, nodding at the work that Ensigns Perry and Vasquez did::

OPS Stidd says:
::augments the SIF with auxiliary power and double checks readings:: CSO: That should do it sir.

CTO Riker says:
:: raises  shields ::

Host John A says:
ACTION: The shields smooth the ride, a bit.. as SRS show a blip on the other side of the rift

CSO Ikari says:
CTO: There's no need to deprive the ship of more power right now.

FCO Horn says:
CSO: My sensors show something on the other side of the rift

CSO Ikari says:
OPS: See if you can give me more power to SRS.

CTO Riker says:
CSO: i think  we may have  found our  ship 

OPS Stidd says:
CSO: Aye sir ::begins shutting down nonessential parts of the ship and redirecting the power to SRS::

CSO Ikari says:
CEO: Are we in range to lock a tractor beam?

FCO Horn says:
CSO: Configuration shows it to be a SF vessel

CEO Starks says:
CSO: in range yes, but this ship doesn't have the mass of a starship it in a flux of some sort....I don't know if our beam will lock on to it

CMO T`Ryl says:
TO: Am I boring you? ::looks him in the face seeing he looks bored::

CTO Riker says:
CSO: it   has  the  shape  of a  sf  ship but not the mass 

CSO Ikari says:
CEO: Could me modify our tractor beam to enhance the ship's signal?

TO Williams says:
CMO: Of course not, I’m enjoying so thoroughly! ::grins::

CEO Starks says:
CSO: running a simulation of that.. hold on

OPS Stidd says:
CSO: I believe if we get closer we might be able to get a lock on it.

CTO Riker says:
ALL:  since  we are in "null space"  would it not  make since that  mass  would  be obscured ?

CMO T`Ryl says:
TO: Good I would hate to think I am boring you. ::laughs:: I will save the bed pans for a later time then

CSO Ikari says:
OPS/CEO: Can we fly a ship into a mass-less space?

CEO Starks says:
CSO: no good Shinji, we don't have the power to get the beam to hold and keep th SIF in tact

OPS Stidd says:
CSO: Working on the problem sir.

CSO Ikari says:
CTO: That is a notable opinion, yes.

TO Williams says:
CMO: Of course... himself: Don’t kill the CMO... what would I say to Nancy?

FCO Horn says:
CSO: could we not use the shuttle's tractor to assist our own beam. Have two beams instead of one?

CEO Starks says:
FCO: I tried running that through the sim to...not enough juice in the K’tarn to make a difference

OPS Stidd says:
ALL: We stand a chance of crushing the other ship that way.

CSO Ikari says:
FCO: I think we're going to have to this the old fashioned way.  Fly us in for a closer look, would you Lt?

FCO Horn says:
CSO: Yes sir. ::moves ship in closer::

Host John A says:
ACTION: the ship shakes violently as more alarms sound and several crew members reel in pain

OPS Stidd says:
::Continues to compensate with the SIF::

FCO Horn says:
::tries to compensate for the turbulence::

CSO Ikari says:
ALL: All hands, report!

CMO T`Ryl says:
::looks to Ryan:: TO: ok Ryan, what would you rather be doing?

CSO Ikari says:
*CMO*: Be ready for incoming patients.

CEO Starks says:
CSO: medical reports coming in....we have unknown effects on several of the crew

TO Williams says:
:Thinks:: CMO: killing terrorists, or something, pumping iron...

TO Williams says:
CMO: On the Bridge?

FCO Horn says:
ALL: Groans very loudly ::feels intense pain::

CMO T`Ryl says:
*CSO*: We will be Sir,  ::turns to Ryan:: TO: yes what ever

OPS Stidd says:
CSO: Pressure is too much, we must back off or our hull may collapse.

FCO Horn says:
ALL: Screams

CTO Riker says:
:: hands  CSO  a padd  with damage reports on it :: CSO: SIF is maxed, minor hull buckling... injuries on all decks

CEO Starks says:
CSO: recommend we evac and seal deck 4 SIF will hold up better on 3 decks, we can patch up deck 4 later

FCO Horn says:
::falls out of chair and doubles over on the floor::

CEO Starks says:
:: attends to the FCO ::

CSO Ikari says:
::heads to support the FCO:: *CMO* We need you up here doctor.

CEO Starks says:
*CMO* Medical emergency on the bridge

CTO Riker says:
 CSO: also SRS shows the rift collapsed a little throwing you into true, Null Space

Host John A says:
ACTION: A comm is heard from the ready room.... CO Fowler says: Medical emm.... then a light thump

CMO T`Ryl says:
*CSO,CEO*: coming TO: lets go Double time ::runs to the TL::

CSO Ikari says:
::taps a few buttons on FCOs panel, taking the ship to all stop::

TO Williams says:
::Tries to head for the bridge:: CMO: are you fine? they need my help!

FCO Horn says:
::sweat begins to form on forehead from the pain::

CMO T`Ryl says:
::gets into the TL,:  TL : Bridge

CTO Riker says:
:: reroutes  helm controls  to his  station ::

CMO T`Ryl says:
TO: we will go together now move it

OPS Stidd says:
::Moves to FCO and touches the nerve centers:: ~ ~~~ The pain is a shadow, it is not real, it is a ghost without substance.........~~~~~~

CEO Starks says:
:: moves to the ENG station ::

FCO Horn says:
::Looks up at screen:: ALL: The Borg Cube ::tries to point on screen::

TO Williams says:
::Arrives at the bridge::

CMO T`Ryl says:
::arrives on the Bridges sees Stidd with the FCO:: CSO: what happen?

Host John A says:
ACTION: The intense shock of a frantic mind shocks the OPS OFFICER

CSO Ikari says:
TO: Lt Williams, please check on the captain in the ready room

TO Williams says:
::Nods at the CSO:: ::Runs to the Ready Room::

CSO Ikari says:
CMO: We entered the rift, then this happened.  You're the doctor, what's wrong with her?

FCO Horn says:
::Tries to get up:: ALL: Must fire weapons before we are destroyed

OPS Stidd says:
::Jerks away violently then collapses::

Host John A says:
ACTION: A broken communication is being received...

CEO Starks says:
ALL: receiving a Comm signal

FCO Horn says:
ALL: I don’t want to be Assimilated

CSO Ikari says:
CEO: Bring it up Jimmy

CEO Starks says:
ALL: broken a bit but...on speakers

CSO Ikari says:
CMO: She's muttering something about a Borg cube...

CMO T`Ryl says:
::runs a medical scanner over the FCO:: FCO: you will be ok now lay still

FCO Horn says:
::in a loud voice:: ALL: Its weapons are charged, must destroy it

TO Williams says:
*CSO* My custom phaser is designed for Borg, would you like to see the specs if it must come to that?

Host John A says:
<Archemedes> <COM>Pharaoh: Federation Vessel, we requ... sistance. Li....Support almost gone..... ship is at 10 per.... hel... ly

CSO Ikari says:
::runs over to SCI, opens up the sensors array::

FCO Horn says:
::Lies on floor, quietly mumbling to self::

CSO Ikari says:
*TO*: We don't even know if there's any Borg out there.

CSO Ikari says:
CEO: Can you track the messages source?

CEO Starks says:
CSO: no Borg but there are Starfleet who need help 

CMO T`Ryl says:
::gives the FCO an injection to revive her::

Host John A says:
ACTION: The ship shakes again as the matter-less void crushes in on it

CEO Starks says:
CSO: AYE, straight in

FCO Horn says:
::begins to come around::

CSO Ikari says:
CTO: Take us to the ship, Lt.  Quickly.

TO Williams says:
::Picks up the CO with little strain:: ALL: I'm taking the CO to SB, but do me a favour and dont kill us all...

CMO T`Ryl says:
::looks at  the FCO::FCO: you will be ok, do you know where you are?

TO Williams says:
::Heads for the TL::

CTO Riker says:
:: sets a  course  for the  vessel  at  best speed ::

OPS Stidd says:
::Stands and returns to OPS:: CSO: Trying to compensate now sir on the signal.

CTO Riker says:
CSO:  aye sir 

TO Williams says:
::Heads for SB::

CEO Starks says:
CTO: I can get your impulse power but it'll be sluggish at best

FCO Horn says:
::looks at the CMO:: CMO: I am a Borg, you will be assimilated

CTO Riker says:
CEO:  give me all u  can   sir 

CSO Ikari says:
CEO: How much longer can we last here?

CEO Starks says:
:: looks at FCO:: CMO: sedate her already!

CMO T`Ryl says:
::looks at the FCO, quit surprised::

TO Williams says:
::Drops the CO, on a bed:: CPO: Help her!

CMO T`Ryl says:
::sedates the FCO::

CEO Starks says:
CSO: I'll work on that you just get us to that ship

FCO Horn says:
::feeling better:: CMO: what happened?

TO Williams says:
::Makes his way back to the Bridge::

CEO Starks says:
::starts to seal off deck 4::

CEO Starks says:
*COM* all hands evacuate deck 4 ..now!

CMO T`Ryl says:
::looks at the FCO::FCO: you were under the belief that the Borg was after us & that you were a Borg

CSO Ikari says:
CTO: How close are we?

FCO Horn says:
::Tries to get up, but feels woozy from the injection::

CTO Riker says:
CSO: 5 more  minutes 

CTO Riker says:
sir

CEO Starks says:
OPS: decks 4 is sealed off we can concentrate the SIF on the remaining 3 decks

TO Williams says:
::Stands next to the door, wondering what to do::

CSO Ikari says:
::scans for lifesigns aboard the Archemedes::

CMO T`Ryl says:
::put hand on the FCO shoulder:: FCO: please stay put a moment

FCO Horn says:
CMO: I am feeling better now. ::resumes station at helm control::

CTO Riker says:
CSO:  sensors  show  45  life signs  out of a  crew  of  900

CSO Ikari says:
ALL: Ok, I'm picking up 45 lifesigns.  We need to get in transporter range and get us all out of here as quickly as possible.

FCO Horn says:
CMO: Thank you for your concern, but we have to get the ship out of here. I will rest once we are out of the null space

TO Williams says:
::Falls to the floor:: ALL: Awwwwwwwww!!!

CMO T`Ryl says:
::looks to the FCO::FCO: very well but I want you in SB as soon as you can Understand?

TO Williams says:
::Screams in pain::

FCO Horn says:
CSO: What are your orders ::Looking at the CSO::

CSO Ikari says:
CEO: I assume transporters will function properly?

CTO Riker says:
CEO:  you think we have  enough power to  beam over the survivors 

FCO Horn says:
CMO: Yes ma'am

CSO Ikari says:
FCO: Continue on with Mr. Riker's course

OPS Stidd says:
::Scans The Pharoah, then turns to the CSO Urgently:: CSO: We can but I don’t think it will help, as we are losing mass while we are in here.

Host Archemedes says:
Com: Pharaoh: we h.... 10 minu.... usea... air! Can  y... loc... on!?

CEO Starks says:
CTO: no problem there we can transfer that much form the tactical systems...we'll need to coordinate the beam out with then so they can drop their force fields at the same instant

FCO Horn says:
::scans over the console and continues where Mr. Riker left off::

TO Williams says:
::Rolls on the floor:: All: Cant you hear me!!

CMO T`Ryl says:
::goes to Ryan, runs a med scanner over him:: TO: come on Ryan wake up ::injects him with something to revive him, & to ease the pain::

OPS Stidd says:
CSO: If we drop our main shields we could effect a beam out using the cargo bay transporters.

CTO Riker says:
CSO:  were with in   transporter range now   what  do i  do 

CSO Ikari says:
OPS: Do it.  Use whatever space we have.

CSO Ikari says:
CTO: Hail the Archemedes

FCO Horn says:
::Holds position::

CTO Riker says:
CSO: aye  :: opens a  channel ::  channel open

OPS Stidd says:
CSO: Yes sir:: Drops main shields and locks onto the 45 survivors ready to beam them out::

CEO Starks says:
CSO: SIF at 65% and we can't pump anymore power to it...we can't spend all day here

CSO Ikari says:
COM: Archemedes: Drop your shields, we will transport you over.

CMO T`Ryl says:
CSO: we have to hurry & get these people or we are all going to fade out the the TO & FCO

TO Williams says:
::Grabs his phaser and start shooting holes into some consoles and bulkheads, Screaming:: ALL: You'll never get me!!!

Host Archemedes says:
COM: Pharaoh: We'll ...to drop For... lds! Give us a signal. The .... will fall...art whe... we do

FCO Horn says:
::ducks head so she does not get hit by random fire::

CSO Ikari says:
CMO: Doctor, please sedate Mr Williams before he hurts someone.

TO Williams says:
All: Muahahaaaa!!!

CEO Starks says:
:: looks to TO :: ALL: the hell!

CSO Ikari says:
OPS: On my mark...  COM: Archemedes: Now. ::nods to OPS::

Host Archemedes says:
ACTION: A security CPO is blasted in the chest, by a wild shot

CMO T`Ryl says:
::pumps some extra strength sedative into the TO::

TO Williams says:
::Randomly blasts the bulkheads:: ALL: Never!!

CTO Riker says:
::  sets his phaser  on minimum stun and  shots  Ryan ::

Host Archemedes says:
COM: Pharaoh: Shei... own! Go ...Go

OPS Stidd says:
Transmits a Formula to the Archemedes::

TO Williams says:
ALL: EeeK! ::Falls to the floor unconscious::

OPS Stidd says:
::Begins transport::

CEO Starks says:
ALL: their shields are down!

Host Archemedes says:
ACTION: the TO dodges and fires back grazing the CTOs leg

CEO Starks says:
:: while to TO shoots at the CTO I run to the back of the bridge and try to tackle him ::

CSO Ikari says:
OPS: Did the transport finish?  I suspect the hull won't be able to take the pressure much longer

TO Williams says:
::Punchs the CEO, in the head with his huge arm::

CTO Riker says:
:: increase the intensity to medium stun :: TO:  so u want to play  rough 

Host Archemedes says:
ACTION: Only 15 people make it on the first attempt

FCO Horn says:
::ignoring the commotion, plots an escape course out of the void::

OPS Stidd says:
All: Transport  of 15  only, working on the rest sir.

CMO T`Ryl says:
::injects Ryan with another Shot::

CEO Starks says:
:: dazed by the TO's punch ::

OPS Stidd says:
<edit>on

CSO Ikari says:
OPS: Make it happen, Lt.

CTO Riker says:
:: shots  at   Ryan not  noing if I hit him ::

TO Williams says:
::Falls again... unconscious::

OPS Stidd says:
::Attempts another transport::

CEO Starks says:
:: rubbing jaw moves back to the ENG station :: CTO: secure the TO's Phaser!

Host Archemedes says:
ACTION : The TO staggers from the sedative

TO Williams says:
::As he falls he slaps the CEO::

CTO Riker says:
CEO: aye sir 

CTO Riker says:
:: takes  Ryan’s  phaser away from him ::

CSO Ikari says:
::finally acknowledges the chaos around him:: CTO: Take him to the brig!

CEO Starks says:
OPS: what the status of the beam out?

CTO Riker says:
CSO:  with  pleasure  sir 

CSO Ikari says:
FCO: Bring us in closer, that may boost their signal.

OPS Stidd says:
CSO: Having troubles, but compensating sir.

FCO Horn says:
CSO: Yes sir ::maneuvers ship in closer::

CTO Riker says:
:: grabs  Ryan  by the  collar and drags him off to the brig ::

CEO Starks says:
ALL: their ship is falling apart we get one more shot at the beam out I'd say

Host Archemedes says:
Com: Pharaoh: We are finished the ship is dis ....aring... ound us!

OPS Stidd says:
CSO: The ship isn’t going to be salvageable, even by Ferengi standards.

FCO Horn says:
OPS: Couldn't we try to boost the confinement beam

CSO Ikari says:
OPS: Just get those people onboard!

CEO Starks says:
ALL: activating the K'tarns transporter also it might help!

CEO Starks says:
:: remotely activates the Transporter on the shuttle K'tarn

Host Archemedes says:
ACTION: The TO stirs as he's being dragged to Sick Bay

TO Williams says:
::Wakes up:: CTO: Your gonna wish you hadn't done that.... ::sucker punches the CTO::

CSO Ikari says:
OPS: Route all power to the transporters.

OPS Stidd says:
ALL: Got them, lets get outta here.

CSO Ikari says:
<available>

CTO Riker says:
TO: u wanna  fight 

CSO Ikari says:
FCO: Take us back to the rift.

FCO Horn says:
::punches the button and the ship begins to soar out of the area::

CMO T`Ryl says:
::head to the Cargo Bay to tend to the injured::

OPS Stidd says:
::Continues to materialize them from the buffers while in flight::

TO Williams says:
::Rubs his head:: CTO: what happened?

CTO Riker says:
:: kicks  Ryan  up side the head ::  TO: i was told to  take u to the brig  u going to cooperate  or do I have to get nasty 

CTO Riker says:
:: OOPS ::

CEO Starks says:
:: turns the warp power output to the impulse drive :: FCO: you got full impulse make it count

TO Williams says:
::Really rubs his head:: CTO: WHAT WAS THAT FOR?

CSO Ikari says:
CEO: I need those impulse engines humming, Jimmy

TO Williams says:
CTO: I love you too

FCO Horn says:
::pushes the ship to the limit::

Host Archemedes says:
ACTION: The rift, still closing gives the ship no more than 10 meters on each side to clear

TO Williams says:
CTO: Now what’s happening?! ::Groggy::

OPS Stidd says:
::Sets OPS in standby mode and turns to CSO:: CSO: Permission to leave the bridge sir.

FCO Horn says:
::rotates ship to give max clearance through the rift::

CTO Riker says:
TO: Ryan u were  over  come   by some    thing and u  lost it and started  randomly shooting   on the bridge 

CEO Starks says:
:: see the opening close up a bit.. and holds breath  ::

CSO Ikari says:
FCO: It's gonna be a tight fit...

TO Williams says:
::Punches the CTO, in the face:: CTO: Thanks

CMO T`Ryl says:
::goes over all of the people:: *CSO*: when you are not in need of the OPS will you have him come see if his son is here

CTO Riker says:
TO: me   the  doc and jimmy  finally  got u under control  and  Ike told me to take u to the  brig

Host Archemedes says:
ACTION: The ship hurls into normal space and the effected crew begin to clear their heads

FCO Horn says:
::punches buttons and tries to give the ship a little boost::

CEO Starks says:
FCO: lady I love ya!

CSO Ikari says:
FCO: Good job.

FCO Horn says:
ALL: We are out

CEO Starks says:
:: turns back to console:: CSO: Checking all systems

TO Williams says:
CTO: I have no idea what’s happening

CSO Ikari says:
FCO: Plot a course to the nearest Starbase.  OPS: Let them know we found the Archemedes' survivors.

CTO Riker says:
ALL:  I think I need a good hard drink and  some shove  leave after this one

CTO Riker says:
:: lol ::

FCO Horn says:
CSO: Plotting course as we speak, sir

CEO Starks says:
FCO: warp speed ready

FCO Horn says:
::inputs co-ordinates and engages engines::

CSO Ikari says:
OPS: Make that hail, and head to the cargo bay, Lt.

TO Williams says:
CTO: Agreed

CTO Riker says:
TO: ill try to explain it later 

CMO T`Ryl says:
::not getting a response tries again:: *CSO*: when you are not in need of the OPS will you have him come see if his son is here

OPS Stidd says:
::Transmits message then leaves the bridge for the cargo bay::

TO Williams says:
::looks at the CTO's leg:: CTO: What happened?

CSO Ikari says:
CMO: Of course.  He'll be down shortly.

CTO Riker says:
TO: u shot me 

CMO T`Ryl says:
*CSO*: ok Sir Thank you

TO Williams says:
CTO: I did...? :: tries keeps a straight face... but grins when the CTO isn't looking::

Host Archemedes says:
ACTION: A bedraggled Vulcan man, stands in the cargo bay and almost smiles.

OPS Stidd says:
::Arrives at cargo bay and waits outside for a minute to compose himself::

CMO T`Ryl says:
::looks at the survivors, seeing the smiling Vulcan:: Vulcan:: who might you be?

CSO Ikari says:
::walks up to CEO:: CEO: Can't really get bored on this ship, can you?

FCO Horn says:
::still flying the ship, with grace::

TO Williams says:
CTO: Lets go.... ::smiles... then puts his hand on his belt:: where’s my phaser?

CEO Starks says:
CSO: can’t really get any rest on this ship either

CMO T`Ryl says:
::hears the OPS::OPS: please come in & see if your son is here

OPS Stidd says:
::Enters the cargo bay and begins looking around, seeing the Vulcan, he Walks towards him:: Semaj: We RE TOGETHER AGAIN.

Host Archemedes says:
<semej> OPS: Father! :: smile quickly fades:: I am ...gratified to see you. :: gives the Vulcan salute:: 

CTO Riker says:
TO:  jimmy or  Ike has it  

CSO Ikari says:
::rubs his neck:: CEO: Excellent point.  Let's hope we get to that base soon.

TO Williams says:
CTO: That is one powerful phaser, made it myself

CEO Starks says:
CSO: I'll drink to that

CMO T`Ryl says:
::smiles at Stidd & his Son::

Host Archemedes says:
**** end Mission*******



